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(57) ABSTRACT 

Techniques are provided for enriching a non-linkable media 
representation presentable at a user terminal. In an illustra 
tive embodiment, a hotlink canvas receives a hot link 
composition from an action enabling kernel and displays 
hotlinks in the hotlink canvas by overlaying a transparent 
panel on top of the non-linkable media Whereby the non 
linkable media becomes interactive and hyperlinkable. The 
hotlink canvas provides the following functions: query 
media current position and state; forWard media position and 
state to the action enabling kernel; receive contending 
hotlink candidates from the action enabling kernel; pick one 
hotlink among a set of hotlink candidates; compose hotlinks 
by receiving hotlinks meta data from the action enabling 
kernel; display range contours of hotlinks on the media 
object by overlaying a hotlink canvas; perform an action 
speci?ed; request the action enabling kernel to handle an 
action; and decouple hotlinks in otherWise linkable media. 

47 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD OF ENRICHING 
NON-LINKABLE MEDIA 

REPRESENTATIONS IN A NETWORK BY 
ENABLING AN OVERLYING HOTLINK 

CANVAS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

1. Ser. No. 09/376,102 entitled “Framework For Progres 
sive Hierarchical and Adaptive Delivery Rich Media Pre 
sentation and Associated Meta Data”, ?led Aug. 17, 1999 
(SE9-98033). 

2. Ser. No. 09/169,836 entitled “Personalizing Rich 
Media Presentations Based on User Response to the 
Presentation”, ?led Oct. 9, 1998 (SE9-98-028). 

3. Ser. No. 09/100,418 entitled “Progressive to Relieve 
Delivery of Interactive Descriptions and Render it for Elec 
tronic Publishing of Merchandise” ?led Jun. 20, 1998 
(SE998-004). 

4. Ser. No. 09/100,418 entitled “System And Method For 
Tracking User Interations And Navigation During Rich 
Media Presentations”, ?led Jun. 20, 1998 (SE9-99-011/ 
1963—7344). 

5. Ser. No. 09/569,875 entitled “Method for Non-linear 
Transformation and Interpolation for Unifying Hotlinks 
BetWeen Heterogeneous Media Representations”, ?led May 
12, 2000 (SE999-004). 

All of the above-related applications are assigned to the 
same assignee as that of the present invention and are fully 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to multimedia netWorks, systems 
and methods of operation. More particularly, the invention 
relates to systems and methods for enriching non-linkable 
media representations in a netWork by enabling an overlying 
hotlink canvas. 

2. Description of Prior Art 
In recent years, there has been a siZeable groWth in the use 

of rich media over the World Wide Web as more and more 
individuals and institutions are beginning to realiZe the 
Web’s potential in a broad range of applications including 
electronic commerce, education training, neWs, etc. 
Examples of rich media include animation, audio, 3-D, 
panoramas, and videos. There H are tWo apparent clusters of 
rich media technology. One at the loW end and the other at 
the high end Which hampers effective deployment of some 
rich media in Internet based applications. The “loW end” 
cluster comprises static images and simple non-interactive 
animations (typically animated GIs) Which are easy to 
deploy and therefore have Widespread usage. The “high end” 
clusters comprises richer and more natural experiences With 
larger interactivities, such as panoramas, 3-D, streaming 
audio/video, and composite media (e.g., MPEG-4), but the 
dif?culty of deployment has limited Widespread usage. A 
novel scaleable architecture called Hot Media bridges the 
gap betWeen the tWo clusters thereby achieving Widespread 
Web penetration. Akey feature of the technology is a suitable 
delivery ?le format that can contain heterogeneous compo 
sitions of media bit streams as Well as meta data that de?nes 
behavior, composition and interaction semantics. The deliv 
ery ?le format enables the creation of lightWeight single ?le 
representation of interactive, multistage presentations result 
ing in multiple media type contents. At the core of Hot 
Media client is a smart content algorithm that infers media 
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2 
types from the incoming data stream and fetches the media 
renderer components, user-interface components and hyper 
linked action components, all just in time, resulting in 
progressive and context driven enrichment of the user expe 
rience. Further details related to Hot Media architecture are 
described in Ser. No. 09/376,102 entitled “Framework For 
Progressive Hierarchical and Adaptive Delivery Rich Media 
Presentation and Associated Meta Data”, ?led Aug. 17, 1999 
(SE9-98-033), supra. 

Often instances of rich media incorporate links to other 
presentations to expand a user experience. The process of 
clicking on a link in a media for transfer to the other 
presentation is referred to as “hot linking ” or “hyper 
linking” is further described in US. Pat. No. 5,841,978 
entitled “NetWorking Using Steganographically Embedded 
Data Objects” issued Nov. 24, 1998 and US. Pat. No. 
5,918,012 entitled “Hyper Linking Time Based Data” issued 
Jan. 29, 1999. Sometimes times rich media are non-linkable 
to other presentations. It Would be desirable to have non 
linkable rich media supplemented to provide hot linking to 
other presentations. Alternatively, it Would be desirable to 
de-couple hotlinking from media. 

Typically, hot links have been tightly integrated into 
supported media. For example, NetShoW available from 
Microsoft supports hot links in the temporal domain. All hot 
links are Written to its AF S ?le format along With the media. 
RealNetWork G2 uses SynchroniZed Multimedia Integration 
Language (SMIL)for a composition of temporal hot links. 
Neither RealNetWorks nor NetShoW support hot links other 
than in the temporal domain. Veon’s AX integration With 
RealNetWork G2 provides both spatial and temporal hot 
links and uses SMEL as output format. None of the above 
mentioned supported media provide a generic plug and play 
frameWork for non-linkable media to become hyper link 
able. Nor does such hot link support media provide, in 
real-time, a separate hot link meta data comprised in 
advance and delivered as a transparent panel or hot link 
canvas for implementation of hot linking in otherWise non 
linkable media. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the invention is a multimedia netWork and 
method of operation for enriching non-linkable media rep 
resentation for hyperlinking. 

Another object of the invention is a multimedia netWork 
and method of operation providing a generic plug and play 
frameWork for non-linkable media to become hyperlinkable. 

Another object is a multimedia netWork and method of 
operation providing a hotlink canvas as an overlay on 
non-linkable media for hyperlinking. 

Another object is a multimedia netWork and method of 
operation providing an overlay canvas for decoupling hot 
links in accompanying media. 

Another object is a hot link canvas as an overlay in a 
multimedia netWork composed in advance and delivered 
With rich media for implementing hot linking in accompa 
nying non-linkable media or de-coupling hotlinking in 
accompanying media otherWise linkable. 

These and other objects, features and advantages are 
achieved in a netWork capable of providing rich media 
presentations. The netWork includes a netWork server and a 
client station and implements HotMedia architecture to 
transmit a presentation in rich media including non-linkable 
media from the server to the client station. The server 
transmits the presentation as a streaming ?le in a frameWork 
of frames including a header frame, thumbnail frame, meta 
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frame, media frame and end-of-stream frame. The client 
station includes an action enabling kernel and a client master 
module. The action enabling kernel contains a table lookup 
of action triggering inputs and consequent action com 
mands. The master module controls a selection process of 
the various types of media involved in the presentation. 
When a media frame is encountered the master module 
checks to determine that a media object has been created to 
handle the media frame. If not, the master fetches the media 
object from the server and creates an instance of the media 
object to render the media frames. The rich media ?le may 
also include meta frames With range and action subtypes for 
the media. The range and action frames are the meta data for 
hotlink compositions and actions. When the ?rst meta frame 
is received, the master fetches the action enabling kernel and 
a hotlink canvas from the server. The master delivers the 
meta frames to the action enabling kernel. The hotlink 
canvas receives hotlink composition from the action 
enabling kernel and displays hotlinks by overlaying a trans 
parent panel on top of the non-linkable media Whereby the 
non-linkable media becomes interactive and hyperlinkable. 
The non-linkable media is not responsible to display 
hotlinks, track hotlinks or trigger actions on the hotlink The 
hotlink canvas performs the folloWing functions: Query 
media current position and state; ForWard media position 
and state to the action enabling kernel; Receive contending 
hotlink candidates from the action enabling kernel; Pick one 
hotlink among a set of hotlinks candidates; Compose hot 
links by receiving hotlink meta data from the action enabling 
kernel; Display range contours of hotlinks on the media 
object by overlaying a hotlink canvas; Perform an action 
speci?ed; and Request the action enabling kernel to invoke 
an action. With the hotlink canvas, non-linkable media does 
not need to be aWare of any hotlinks and corresponding 
action handling. The media can be plugged into the hotlink 
canvas frameWork and become interactive and hyperlink 
able. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be further understood from the fol 
loWing detailed description of a preferred embodiment taken 
in conjunction With an appended draWing, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a representation of system incorporating Hot 
Media architecture and incorporating the principles of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a representation of a HotMedia ?le format for 
streaming rich media for use in the system of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a representation of a client station for enriching 
non-linkable media representations by enabling an overlying 
and accompanying hotlink canvas of the non-linkable media 
for hyperlinking in the system of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a How diagram describing a method of operation 
for enriching otherWise non-linkable media for hyperlinking 
using an overlying, transparent, accompanying hotlink can 
vas in the system of FIG. 1. 

FIGS. 5A & B are a representation of a hotlink canvas 
generated in a system of FIG. 1 using the process of FIG. 4. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

In FIG. 1, a multimedia information system 100 imple 
ments Hot Media architecture and includes an HTTP or 
dedicated server 102 coupled to a multimedia netWork 104, 
typically the Internet. The server is further coupled to a 
storage medium 106 Which stores presentation ?les in rich 
media created by standard authoring tools for delivery to a 
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4 
client station 108 coupled to the netWork and serving a user 
110. The client station includes a presentation and user 
interaction logic unit 112 accessed by the user through a 
client terminal device 114. The presentation ?les 104 are 
supplied to the client station as streaming data on presen 
tation bus 116 The user’s interaction With the presentation 
data is returned to the server 102 as interaction data on bus 
118. The presentation ?les and interaction data are 
exchanged in the netWork betWeen the server and the client 
station using standard HTTP protocols. A user interaction 
tracking server 120 monitors the user’s intentions, prefer 
ences and attitudes With respect to the presentation ?les and 
exchanges data With the server 102. The tracking server is 
more fully described in Ser. No. 09/404,163 entitled “Sys 
tem And Method For Tracking User Interations And Navi 
gation During Rich Media Presentations”, ?led Sep. 7, 1999 
(SE9-99-011/1963—7344), supra. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a Hot Media presentation ?le 200 in a 
frameWork 201 Which is essentially a sequence of frames 
types comprising header 202, thumbnail 204, meta 206, 
media 208, and an end of stream 212. The ?rst frame is the 
header frame 202. The header frame is actually folloWed by 
the thumbnail frame 204. After these frames a sequence of 
other frames occurs and in no pre-mandated order or num 
ber. The header frame 202 is the only one Whose presence is 
mandatory in the format. The most degenerate yet useful 
version Would have a header frame folloWed by a thumbnail 
frame 204. Media frames 208 appear in all other instances. 
Meta frames 206 are present only in cases Where non-default 
behavior and con?guration are desired on cases Where hyper 
linked action semantics are to be incorporated. All frames 
have a similar 12 bit initial section that enables a uniform 
procedure for their identi?cation to a type and frame label as 
Well as the determination of their siZe. The Hot Media ?le 
format is created to have minimum overhead and maximum 
modularity. The format makes it suitable for optimal deliv 
ery of a loW bandWidth as Well as for rich experiences over 
high bandWidth. 
The header frame 202 includes a frame header 212 Which 

provides information about frame siZe 214, types and ?ags 
216 and frame labels 218. The header frame 202 also 
includes media information 220 containing de?nition on 
different media tracks that may be contained in the ?le 200 
General information 224 in the header frame 202 provides 
the class name of the code that renders the media type on the 
client station. When HotMedia kernel code on the client side 
parses the media track information on the ?le header and if 
it encounters the speci?cation of a class name, the media 
type ?eld is ignored and the code speci?ed by the class name 
is sent from the server in order to render the data of the track 
in question. The class name permits the introduction of 
Whole neW media types into the presentation. No changes or 
additions to the client kernel code are needed so long as the 
media objects implements the interfaces speci?ed in the 
HotMedia frameWork 201 for ?rst class members of a media 
object set. 
The thumbnail frames 204 carry a minimalistic represen 

tation of the information shared by the HotMedia ?le 
frameWork 201. For example, if the information carried in 
the ?le Were a description of merchandise, the thumbnail 
Would carry a single image. Thumbnail frames make pos 
sible providing the user a quick introduction to the subject 
With minimal code and data transfer. Since users pay atten 
tion to detail only When the subject is of some interest, it 
Would be Wasteful for such data and codes to enable any 
thing beyond the initial experience unless an interest is 
indicated. In addition to a frame header, the thumbnail 
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frames also carry parameters for producing image pan and 
animation effects on the single image (all not shoWn). 
Meta frames 206 carry speci?cation of non-media speci?c 

information pertaining to enablement of hyperlinked actions 
from media context and tracking of interaction. Action 
semantics associated With media segments can be expressed 
in HotMedia ?les 200 using range 205 and action 207 
subtypes. Range frames 205 are made up of range records 
that identify and label spatio-temporal segments of media. A 
spatial range can be described by a rectangular or elliptical 
contour. Temporal ranges can refer to a time range in 
milliseconds for a real time media-like audio or a count 
range for non-real-time media like animation. The range 
speci?cation can also express a combination of space and 
time. 

Action records 207 may be pre-programmed into the 
HotMedia ?le 200 for the execution of many types of action 
in the context of a presentation. Action frames can carry 
multiple action records all pertaining to a single actionable 
context, namely the presentation of media segment as speci 
?ed by a range. Action records are the speci?cation mecha 
nism for all types of actions that can be triggered during the 
context of presenting a certain media segment While in a 
certain state of the media object. Actions can belong to a 
variety of types that include LINK to specify hyperlinking; 
DISPLAY to specify the display of contours, cursor changes, 
etc; PLAY SOUND to create sound effects in various 
contexts; and TRACK to specify the tracking of interactions 
and events associated With a user experience. Also contained 
in an action record is the speci?cation of an action trigger. 
The triggers for actions can be user interaction, presentation 
state updates or player state updates. An example Would be 
the coming in to vieW of a certain segment of a presentation, 
the movement of mouse into a spatio-temporal range of a 
presentation, the click of the left mouse button Within the 
present temporal range of the presentation, the completion 
of loading of a segment of the media data and so forth. 
Although the range record specifying a media segment 
associated With most action triggers are of type spatial, 
temporal or both, there are some situations Where the range 
type is inconsequential. A range type DONTCARE is 
designed for such situations. An example is Where the action 
is determined entirely by the internal state of the media 
object producing the completion of data loading trigger. The 
?nal piece of information contained in an action record is the 
data for action. The siZe of this data and its interpretation is 
different for each action type and subtype. The data infor 
mation is Where for example, the target URL string is found 
When the action type is LINK and the text string, font and 
color information When the action type is DISPLAY. 

The media frame 208 includes a frame header 222 and in 
addition contains media bit stream data 209, initialiZation 
data 211, behavior data 213 and code 215. The behavior data 
or initialiZation data de?ne the behavior and con?guration of 
a corresponding media player respectively. Media bit stream 
data belonging to a particular media track can be carried 
over multiple frames and these frames can be interleaved 
With meta frames and frames belonging to other media 
tracks. Media frames are identi?ed by frame type and track 
identi?er as carried in their header 222. The frame type and 
track identi?er enable true multiplexed delivery and hence 
ideal for static or dynamic proportioning of various media 
tracks over limited bandWidth. Media frames can also often 
contain codes 215 that render the media type on the client 
station. The code in turn can be physically present or could 
be a URL reference. When present, the code is separated 
from the ?le on the server side 102 (see FIG. 1), and 
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6 
thereafter the code or data can be made available for on 
demand delivery. In the case of a URL reference to code, the 
code is fetched from a remote HTTP server to be similarly 
made available on demand. 
The end-of-stream frame 210 contains a frame header 226 

and is a marker that signals the end of the entire presentation 
associated With a Hot Media ?le 200. Frames belonging to 
multiple media tracks and meta data can be multiplexed in 
the HotMedia ?le. The end of stream frame is valuable to the 
client station in recogniZing the end of each HotMedia ?le 
data stream Which may otherWise be impossible When 
stream initialiZation data for each stream do not announce 
their respective lengths. 

Turning to FIG. 3, the Client side station 106 Will noW be 
described in conjunction With processing the presentation 
?le data stream 200. The server 102 provides a ?rst stream 
ing Hot Media ?le 300 comprising a series of frames 
301, . . . 301”, previously described in conjunction With FIG. 
2. The frames 3011 . . . 301” may contain meta frames With 

range and action subtypes. A hot media client master 303 
receives the frames 300 and as soon as a meta frame is 
encountered With range and action subtypes, the master 
veri?es to see if an action enabling kernel 305 has been 
created. If not, the master 303 obtains action enabling kernel 
code 304 and media object code 306 from the server 1021 
instantiates the code 304 in an action enabling kernel 307 
and displays the code 306 as a media object 308 on the client 
terminal 114 (see FIG. 1). The client master 303 delivers the 
sequence of frames 300 to their proper oWner. Media frames 
309 are delivered to the media object 308 handling the media 
track. Meta frames 310 of the range 311. Action 312 type is 
delivered to the action-enabling kernel 307; stored in range 
tables 313 and action tables 315. 
The range table 313 and an action table 315 are updated 

based on meta frames included in the ?le 300. The action 
enabling kernel builds range and action tables out of the 
information contained in the range and action frames respec 
tively. An entry is contained in the range table corresponding 
to each range record in the arriving frame. The information 
contained in the range record is used as data for the entry. 
The table contains entries corresponding to ranges respond 
ing to any media track in the ?le 300 and no particular order 
is mandated. Similarly, an entry is created in the action table 
corresponding to each action record in the arriving action 
frame. The information contained in the action record is 
used as data for the entry. A cross-reference index is also 
added to the range table to enable easy access of the 
description of the range With Which the action in question is 
associated. 
As the media object 308 receives media related data 309 

from the client master and commences the rendering of the 
media it Will also be receiving user input from mouse and 
keyboard interaction. The media object may also be under 
going internal state changes pertaining to completion of data 
loading, commencement or rendering and so forth. The 
media object can signal the occurrences of this user input or 
state changes to the action enabling kernel 307. On receiving 
them the action enabling kernel regards the signals as 
triggers and as the occasion to verify the presence of 
actionable situation. When relevant to the media object in 
question, triggers can be associated With the display of every 
neW image, mouse activity Within an applet space and media 
object state changes, such as the completion and loading of 
all images. Associated With the action enabling kernel are 
the action handlers 320, 321, 322 for responding to triggers 
having been initiated by the media object and action handler 
objects 323 provided by the server. For example, action 
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handler 320 may perform a VIEW change On the client 
terminal 114 (See FIG. 1) in response to a change trigger. 
Action handler 321 may perform a DISPLAY. Action han 
dler 322 may perform a LINK. Various other actions can be 
performed in response to triggers such as MOUSEMOVE, 
REPLACEURL, etc. Triggers generate other triggers 
depending on the conteXt. For example, a MOUSE MOVE 
may cause a mouse to enter range or a mouse exit range 

depending on Where the mouse Was previously located. 
In those instances Where HotMedia ?les are non-linkable 

media representations, i. e. there are no meta frames con 
taining range and action records for hotlink composition, the 
master module 303 may enable the non-linkable media for 
hotlinking by fetching hotlink canvas code 331 from the 
server and instantiates the hotlink canvas object 332. In 
addition, a set of meta frames Would be delivered to the 
action enabling kernel from the server for hotlink compo 
sition. The hotlink canvas creates a transparent panel 500 
(See FIG. 5) Which is overlayed on top of the media object. 
By receiving hotlink composition data from the action 
enabling kernel, the hotlink canvas displays hotlinks over 
lying the otherWise non-linkable media. The media is not 
responsible to display hotlinks, track hotlinks, or trigger 
actions on hotlinks. The media is only responsible to report 
its spatio-temporal position and current state Whenever 
requested by the hotlink canvas. In effect, the hotlink canvas 
is a liaison betWeen a media object and the action enabling 
kernel. The hotlink canvas performs the folloWing functions: 
1. Querying media current positions and state. 

In order to display hotlinks properly the hotlink canvas 
requests for the current status of the media object frequently. 
The current status of the media object comprises any user 
interaction by either mouse or keyboard input, current 
mouse position, i. e. (X, y) coordinates, current temporal 
position in milliseconds, and the current state of the media 
object. 
2. ForWarding media’s position and state to the action 

enabling kernel. 
The hotlink canvas sends the current status of the media 

object to the action enabling kernel to be veri?ed if any 
hotlink(s) is triggered. 
3. Receive contending hotlink candidates from the action 

enabling kernel. 
The action enabling kernel picks a set of candidates from 

the range table and forWards them to the hotlink canvas. The 
ranges of all picked are matched to the one raised by the 
hotlink canvas. 

4. Selecting one hotlink among a set of hotlink candidates. 
The hotlink canvas may choose Which hotlinks are trig 

gered from candidates forWarded by the action enabling 
kernel. 
5. Composing hotlinks by receiving hotlink meta data from 

the action enabling kernel. 
The hotlink canvas receives meta data from the action 

enabling kernel and stores them internally for hotlink com 
position and displaying. 
6. Displaying range contours of hotlinks on the media object 

by overlaying a transparent panel. 
The hotlink canvas creates a transparent panel overlaying 

on top of the media object to display range contours of 
hotlinks Without any aWareness of the media object. 
7. Performing an action speci?ed. 

For eXample, if the action type is DISPLAY and sub-type 
is RAN GEiCONTOUR, the hotlink canvas is ideally suited 
to perform this action. 
8. Requesting the action enabling kernel to handle an action. 

Instead of performing an action, actions can be handled by 
one of action handlers provided by the action enabling 
kernel. 
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9. Unifying representations of hotlinks. 
The hotlink canvas transforms media information repre 

sented in the media space to a uniform representation. The 
hotlinks are identi?ed by a uniform procedure independent 
of non-linear representations of media in the conteXt of the 
hotlink canvas. 

In FIG. 4 a process 400 Will be described in conjunction 
With FIGS. 1—3 for constructing a hotlink canvas enabling a 
non-linkable media representation for hyperlinking in a 
netWork. The process is entered at start point (S) after Which 
a streaming rich media ?le 300 is received from the server 
102 in block 401. The streaming rich media ?le is received 
by the HotMedia client master module 303 in block 403. The 
HotMedia client master module 303 starts to fetch the media 
object code 306, the action enabling kernel code 304 and the 
hotlink canvas code 331 from the server 102 in block 405 
While the rich media ?le is streaming to the HotMedia client 
master. Atest 407 is performed by the master module 303 to 
determine if any media frames 309 have been received. A 
“yes” condition delivers the media frames to the media 
object 308 in block 409, afterWhich the process returns to the 
entry point S. A“no” condition transfers the process to block 
411. A test is performed in block 411 to determine if the ?le 
contains any meta frames. A “no” condition initiates a test in 
block 443 to determine if the streaming rich media ?le from 
the server 102 is complete. A “yes” condition in block 443 
transfers the process to entry pointAWhich Will be described 
hereinafter. A “no” condition in block 443 transfers the 
process to block 401. Returning to block 411, a “yes” 
condition transfers the process to block 413 in Which the 
meta frames are delivered to the action enabling kernel 307. 
The action enabling kernel in a test 415 determines if any 
hotlinks are present in the meta frames. A “no” condition 
transfers the process to entry point A. A “yes” condition 
transfers the process to blocks 417 and 419. In block 417 
hotlink composition data in terms of range and action data 
from the action enabling kernel are entered in the hotlink 
canvas. In block 419 a test is performed to display any 
spatial hotlinks in the meta frame. The test 419 transfers the 
process to entry point A for a “no” condition. A “yes” 
condition transfers the process to block 421 in Which the 
hotlink canvas transforms the information reported by the 
media object into a uniform representation. The representa 
tions of hotlinks in the conteXt of the hotlink canvas are 
uni?ed and independent of non-linearities of the media. In 
block 423 range contours of the hot links are displayed by 
overlaying a transparent panel as a hotlink canvas on top of 
the media object after Which the process transfers to entry 
point A. 

At entry pointA test 425 is performed to determine if any 
user interaction has occurred during the media presentation. 
A“no” condition cycles the process to entry point A. A“yes” 
condition transfers the process to block 427 in Which the 
media object 308 reports its position and states With speci?c 
trigger types to the hotlink canvas. In block 429 the hotlink 
canvas performs a non-linear transformation and interpola 
tion to unify hotlink representations over non-linear media if 
necessary. In block 431 the hotlink canvas forWards the 
information to the action enabling kernel 307. In block 433 
the action enabling kernel sends back a set of contending 
hotlink candidates to the hotlink canvas. The hotlink canvas 
picks one hotlink from a set of hotlink candidates based on 
the range and action data received from the action enabling 
kernel in block 435. A test is performed in block 437 to 
determine if the corresponding actions are ideally suited to 
be performed by the hotlink canvas itself. A“yes” condition 
transfers the process to block 441 in Which the actions are 
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carried by the hotlink canvas after Which the process trans 
fers to entry point A. A “no” condition initiates a hotlink 
canvas request to the action enabling kernel to perform a 
speci?c action in block 439 after Which the process transfers 
to entry point A. The action enabling kernel determines if 
any actions need to be executed by speci?c action handlers 
320—322. Those actions Would be forWarded to action han 
dlers 320—322 to be executed. The process remains in a 
Waiting condition at entry point A after all actions have been 
performed until user interaction occurs in the media presen 
tation after Which blocks 425—441 are repeated or another 
streaming rich media ?le is received from the server after 
Which the entire process is repeated beginning With step 401 
through 443 is performed. 

Further details of unifying representations of hotlinks 
betWeen non-linear media in block 421 and 429 are 
described in Ser. No. 09/569,875 entitled “Method for 
Non-linear Transformation and Interpolation for Unifying 
Hotlinks BetWeen Heterogeneous Media Representations”, 
?led May 12, 2000 (SE9-99-004), supra. 

In FIG. 5A, the client terminal 114 (See FIG. 1) displays 
non-linkable media representations (not shoWn) for incor 
porating hotlinks by an overlying transparent panel 501 as a 
hotlink canvas. The transparent panel is constructed by the 
hotlink canvas 332 and is juxtaposed With respect to the 
non-linkable media representation. The hotlinks can be 
incorporated into the panel 501 in accordance With the 
process 400 described in FIG. 4. 

In FIG. SE, a transparent panel 503 can serve as a hotlink 
canvas to decouple hyperlinks embedded in media displayed 
on the terminal 114. The media With embedded hyperlinks 
need to be reconstructed in the form of a streaming rich 
media ?le 300 described in FIG. 3. The process includes 
parsing media frames, separating hyperlinks information, 
authoring media frames in accordance With the ?le 300 and 
transforming hyperlinks information to meta frames in 
accordance With ?le 300. 

While the invention has been shoWn and described in 
connection With a preferred embodiment various changes 
may be made therein Without departing from the spirit and 
scope claimed and de?ned in the appended claims: 

Further details of the construction and operation of the 
Client station in the Hot Media Architecture of FIG. 1 are 
described in Ser. No. 09/169,836 entitled “Personalizing 
Rich Media Presentations Based on User Response to the 
Presentation”, ?led Oct. 9, 1998 (SE998-028), supra. 
We claim: 
1. A method of enriching a non-linkable media represen 

tation presentable at a user termninal, the method compris 
ing the steps of: 

obtaining the non-linkable media representation; 
obtaining code and, responsive to the code, generating a 

panel comprising at least one link to at least one other 
media representation; and 

overlaying the panel on the non-linkable media represen 
tation in accordance With a presentation at the user 
terminal, such that the non-linkable media representa 
tion becomes linkable to the at least one other media 
representation. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the user terminal is 
associated With a client station. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the non-linkable media 
representation and the code are obtained by the client station 
from at least one server via a netWork. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of 
the code instantiating a link canvas object at the client 
station, Wherein the link canvas object generates the panel. 
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5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 

the client station obtaining an action enabling kernel from 
the server. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object querying the non-linkable media 
representation for status. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object forWarding the status of the non 
linkable media representation to the action enabling kernel. 

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object receiving one or more link candidates 
from the action enabling kernel. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object selecting a link from the one or more 
link candidates, the selected link being the at least one link. 

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object composing the at least one link in 
response to meta data received from the server via the action 
enabling kernel. 

11. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object generating the panel, Wherein the 
panel displays range contours of the at least one link. 

12. The method of claim 3, Wherein the client station and 
the at least one server are compatible With a HotMedia 
architecture. 

13. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of 
the server producing and transmitting real time media pre 
sentations. 

14. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of 
the server providing a real-time encoding studio for trans 
mitting both real-time non-linkable media and a set of meta 
information of hotlinks to a HotMedia client station. 

15. The method of claim 14, Wherein the real-time encod 
ing studio provides a real-time authoring capability for 
multiplexing a non-linkable media and a set of meta infor 
mation of hotlinks to a streaming rich media ?le in a 
HotMedia frameWork. 

16. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object performing a speci?ed action. 

17. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object requesting a speci?ed action to be 
performed. 

18. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object unifying representations of multiple 
links. 

19. The method of claim 4, further comprising the step of 
the link canvas object decoupling at least one link from a 
linkable media representation. 

20. The method of claim 1, Wherein the code is obtained 
prior to the non-linkable media representation. 

21. The method of claim 1, Wherein the non-linkable 
media representation is obtained from a streaming media 
?le. 

22. The method of claim 1, Wherein the at least one link 
is a hotlink. 

23. The method of claim 1, Wherein the at least one link 
is a hyperlink. 

24. Apparatus for enriching a non-linkable media 
representation, the apparatus comprising: 

a client station con?gured to: obtain the non-linkable 
media representation; (ii) obtain code and, responsive 
to the code, generate a panel comprising at least one 
link to at least one other media representation; and (iii) 
overlay the panel on the non-linkable media represen 
tation in accordance With a presentation at a user 
terminal of the client station, such that the non-linkable 
media representation becomes linkable to the at least 
one other media representation. 
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25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the non-linkable 
media representation and the code are obtained by the client 
station from at least one server via a netWork. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25, Wherein the code instan 
tiates a link canvas object, and the link canvas object 
generates the panel. 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein the client station 
is further con?gured to obtain an action enabling kernel 
from the server. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27, Wherein the link canvas 
object queries the non-linkable media representation for 
status. 

29. The apparatus of claim 28, Wherein the link canvas 
object forWards the status of the non-linkable media repre 
sentation to the action enabling kernel. 

30. The apparatus of claim 29, Wherein the link canvas 
object receives one or more link candidates from the action 
enabling kernel. 

31. The apparatus of claim 30, Wherein the link canvas 
object selects a link from the one or more link candidates, 
the selected link being the at least one link. 

32. The apparatus of claim 30, Wherein the link canvas 
object composes the at least one link in response to meta 
data received from the server via the action enabling kernel. 

33. The apparatus of claim 30, Wherein the link canvas 
object generates the panel, Wherein the panel displays range 
contours of the at least one link. 

34. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein the link canvas 
object performs a speci?ed action. 

35. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein the link canvas 
object requests a speci?ed action to be performed. 

36. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the link canvas 
object uni?es representations of multiple links. 

37. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein the link canvas 
object decouples at least one link from a linkable media 
representation. 

38. The apparatus of claim 25, Wherein the client station 
and the at least one server are compatible With a HotMedia 
architecture. 

39. The apparatus of claim 24, Wherein the code is 
obtained prior to the non-linkable media representation. 

40. The apparatus of claim 24, Wherein the non-linkable 
media representation is obtained from a streaming media 
?le. 
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41. The apparatus of claim 24, Wherein the at least one 

link is a hotlink. 

42. The apparatus of claim 24, Wherein the at least one 
link is a hyperlink. 

43. Apparatus for use in enriching a non-linkable media 
representation at a client station, the apparatus comprising: 

a server con?gured to: provide the non-linkable media 
representation to the client station; and (ii) provide 
code to the client station, such that the client station 
may, responsive to the code, generate a panel compris 
ing at least one link to at least one other media 
representation, and overlay the panel on the non 
linkable media representation in accordance With a 
presentation at a user terminal of the client station, such 
that the non-linkable media representation becomes 
linkable to the at least one other media representation. 

44. The apparatus of claim 43, Wherein the server is 
further con?gured to produce and transmit real time media 
presentations. 

45. The apparatus of claim 43, Wherein the server is 
further con?gured to provide a real-time encoding studio for 
transmitting both real-time non-linkable media and a set of 
meta information of hotlinks to a HotMedia client station. 

46. The apparatus of claim 45, Wherein the real-time 
encoding studio provides a real-time authoring capability for 
multiplexing a non-linkable media and a set of meta infor 
mation of hotlinks to a streaming rich media ?le in a 
HotMedia frameWork. 

47. An article of manufacture for enriching a non-linkable 
media representation presentable at a user terminal, com 
prising a machine readable medium containing one or more 
programs Which When executed implement the steps of: 

obtaining the non-linkable media representation; 
obtaining code and, responsive to the code, generating a 

panel comprising at least one link to at least one other 
media representation; and 

overlaying the panel on the non-linkable media represen 
tation in accordance With a presentation at the user 
terminal, such that the non-linkable media representa 
tion becomes linkable to the at least one other media 
representation. 
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